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Realization theory of discrete-time linear
switched systems

Mihály Petreczky∗Laurent Bako†and Jan H. van Schuppen‡

Abstract

The paper presents realization theory of discrete-time linear switched systems
(abbreviated by DTLSSs). We present necessary and sufficient conditions for an
input-output map to admit a discrete-time linear switched state-space realization.
In addition, we present a characterization of minimality ofdiscrete-time linear
switched systems in terms of reachability and observability. Further, we prove that
minimal realizations are unique up to isomorphism. We also discuss algorithms
for converting a linear switched system to a minimal one and for constructing a
state-space representation from input-output data. The paper uses the theory of
rational formal power series in non-commutative variables.

Keywords: hybrid systems, switched systems, realization theory, minimal
realization.

1 Introduction

In this paper we develop realization theory of discrete-time linear switched systems
(abbreviated by DTLSSs). DTLSSs are one of the simplest and best studied classes
of hybrid systems, [30]. A DTLSS is a discrete-time switchedsystem, such that the
continuous sub-system associated with each discrete stateis linear. The switching
signal is viewed as an external input, and all linear systemslive on the same input-
output- and state-space.

Realization theory.Realization theoryis one of the central topics of system theory.
For DTLSSs, the subject of realization theory is to answer the following questions.

• When is it possible to construct a (preferably minimal) DTLSS state-space rep-
resentation of the specified input/output behavior ?

• How to characterize minimal DTLSSs which generate the specified input/output
behavior ?
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Motivation. While there is a substantial literature on linear switched systems,
realization theory was addressed only for the continuous-time case [20, 19]. The mo-
tivation for devoting a separate paper to realization theory of discrete-time DTLSSs is
the following.

1. Realization theory for DTLSSs is substantially different from realization theory
for linear systems.

2. Realization theory for DTLSSs is substantially different from the continuous-
time case. More precisely, the realization problem both forcontinuous-time lin-
ear switched systems and for DTLSSs can be transformed to thesame realization
problem for formal power series. The difference lies in the specific transforma-
tion.

3. Formulating realization theory explicitly for discrete-time DTLSSs will be useful
the identification of these systems. In fact, the results of this paper were already
used in [21] for analyzing identifiability of DTLSSs .

Intuitively, the main difference between linear realization theory and that of linear
switched systems is the following. For linear switched systems, the realization prob-
lem is equivalent to the problem of representing a sequence of numbers (Markov-
parameters) as products of several non-commuting matrices(pre- and post-multiplied
by fixed matrices). For linear case, the corresponding problem involves not products
of non-commuting matrices, but powers of one matrix. In addition, for linear switched
systems we allow arbitrary non-zero initial state. The presence of a non-zero initial
state means that the input response and initial-state response have to be decoupled. A
similar approach was already described in [31] for linear systems.

Contribution of the paper We prove that span-reachability and observability of
DTLSSs is equivalent to minimality and that minimal realizations are isomorphic. We
also show that any DTLSS can be transformed to a minimal one while preserving its
input-output behavior, by presenting a minimization algorithm. In addition, we for-
mulate the concept of Markov-parameters and Hankel-matrixfor DTLSSs . We show
that an input-output map can be realized by a DTLSS if and onlyif the Hankel-matrix
is of finite rank. We also present a procedure for constructing a DTLSS state-space
representation from the Hankel-matrix. Our main tool is thetheory of rational formal
power series [5, 29].

Related work To the best of our knowledge, the results of this paper are new. The
results on minimality of DTLSSs were already announced in [21], but no detailed proof
was provided. The results on existence of a realization by a DTLSS were not previously
published.

The realization problem for hybrid systems was first formulated in [11]. In [17, 35]
the relationship between input-output equations and the state-space representations was
studied. In [18, 26, 22] realization theory for various classes of hybrid systems were
developed. In particular, realization theory for continuous-time (bi)linear switched
systems was developed in [20, 19]. The approach of the present paper is similar to
that of [20], however the details of the steps are different.There is a vast literature
on topics related to realization theory, such as system identification, observability and
reachability of hybrid systems, see [16, 6, 30, 2, 1, 33, 34, 32, 14, 27, 4, 8, 15, 35, 17].
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Our main tool for developing realization theory of DTLSSs isthe theory of rational
formal power series. This theory was already used for realization theory of nonlinear
and multi-dimensional systems, [9, 12, 29, 3]. State-affinesystems from [29] include
autonomous DTLSSs as a special case. Realization theory of state-affine systems is
equivalent to that of rational formal power series. In this paper we reduce the realization
problem for DTLSSs directly to that of rational formal powerseries. Hence, indirectly
we also show that the realization problems for DTLSSs and state-affine systems are
equivalent. One could probably reduce the realization problem for DTLSSs to that of
state-affine systems directly, however it is unclear if sucha reduction would be more
advantageous.

Outline §2 presents a brief overview of realization theory of discrete-time linear
systems. §3 presents the formal definition of DTLSSs and it formulates the major
system-theoretic concepts for this system class.§4 – §5 states the main results of the
paper. §6 contains the necessary background on the theory of rational formal power
series. The proofs are presented in§7 and Appendix A.

Notation Denote byN the set of natural numbers including 0. The notation de-
scribed below is standard in automata theory, see [10, 7]. Consider a setX which will
be called thealphabet. Denote byX∗ the set of finite sequences of elements ofX.
Finite sequences of elements ofX are be referred to asstringsor wordsoverX. Each
non-empty wordw is of the formw= a1a2 · · ·ak for somea1,a2, . . . ,ak ∈ X. The el-
ementai is called theith letter of w, for i = 1, . . . ,k andk is called thelength w. We
denote byε theempty sequence (word). The length of wordw is denoted by|w|;note
that |ε| = 0. We denote byX+ the set of non-empty words, i.e.X+ = X∗ \ {ε}. We
denote bywv the concatenation of wordw∈ X∗ with v∈ X∗. We use the notation of
[13] for matrices indexed by sets other than natural numbers. For eachj = 1, . . . ,m, ej

is the jth unit vector ofRm, i.e. ej = (δ1, j , . . . ,δn, j), δi, j is the Kronecker symbol.

2 Realization theory for linear systems

In this section we present a brief review of realization theory of discrete-time linear
systems, based on [31]. Although the results of this sectionare not used in the paper,
they help to get an intuition for the results on realization theory of DTLSSs .

The input-output maps of interest are of the formy : (Rm)+ → Rp. For each se-
quenceu= u0 · · ·ut , t ≥ 0,y(u) is the output of the underlying system at timet, if inputs
u0, . . . ,ut are fed. It is well-known that fory to be realizable by a linear system, it must
be of the form

y(u0 · · ·ut) = Kt +
t−1

∑
j=0

Ht− j−1u j (1)

for some matricesKk ∈ Rp, Hk ∈ Rp×m, k= 0,1,2, . . . , and for any sequence of inputs
u0, . . . ,ut ∈ Rm. Consider a discrete-time linear system

Σ

{
xt+1 = Axt +But wherex0 is fixed

yt =Cxt
(2)
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whereA, B andC aren× n, n×m and p× n real matrices andx0 ∈ Rn is the initial
state. Note that the initial state isx0, andx0 need not be zero. The mapy is said to be
realized byΣ, if the output response ofΣ to any inputu equalsy(u). This is the case if
and only ify is of the form (1), andKt =CAtx0, Ht =CAtB, t ≥ 0. We callΣ aminimal
realization of y, if it has the smallest state-space dimension among all the linear system
realizations ofy.

Theorem 1([31]). Assume thatΣ is a linear system realization of y. ThenΣ is a mini-
mal realization of y, if and only if it is weak-reachable and observable. Recall thatΣ is
weak-reachable if and only if(A,

[
x0 B

]
) is a reachable pair. All minimal realizations

of y are isomorphic and any realization of y can be transformed to a minimal one.

The transformation to a minimal system can be carried out by first transforming the
linear system to a weak-reachable one, and then to an observable one, [31].

Next, we formulate conditions for existence of a linear system realization ofy.
To this end, we assume thaty is of the form (1). This assumption is necessary (but
not sufficient) for existence of a realization. We call the matrices Mt =

[
Kt Ht

]
,

t ≥ 0 Markov parameters. This terminology is slightly different from the one used
in [31]. Note thaty is completely determined by the Markov-parameters{Mt}

∞
t=0. In

addition, note that we defined the Markov-parameters without assuming the existence
of a linear system realization. In fact, we use the Markov-parameters for characterizing
the existence of a linear system realization. More precisely, we define the infinite block
Hankel-matrix Hy of y as followsHy = (Hi, j)

∞
i, j=1, Hi, j = Mi+ j−2, i.e. the entries ofHy

are formed by the entries of the Markov-parameters ofy.

Theorem 2([31]). The map y can be realized by a linear system if and only if the rank
of Hy is finite. IfrankHy = n<+∞, then a minimal linear system realizationΣ of y can
be constructed from the columns of Hy. In particular, this means thatrankHy equals
the dimension of any minimal linear system which is a realization of y.

Procedure 1. The construction ofΣ from the columns of Hy is as follows. Fix a finite
basis in the column space of Hy. Then x0 is formed by the coordinates of the first
column of Hy in this basis, the rth column of the matrix B represents the coordinates of
the r+1th column of Hy in this basis. The matrix C is the matrix (in the fixed basis)
of the linear map which maps each column to the vector formed by its first p entries.
Finally, A is the matrix (in the fixed basis) of the linear map which maps the jth column
to the j+(m+ 1)th column, i.e. it maps the block column(Mi+ j−2)

∞
i=1 to the block

column(Mi+ j−1)
∞
i=1.

3 Linear switched systems

In this section we present the formal definition of DTLSSs along with a number of
relevant system-theoretic concepts for DTLSSs .

Definition 1. Recall from [21] that a discrete-time linear switched system (abbreviated
by DTLSS), is a discrete-time control system of the form

Σ
{

xt+1 = Aqt xt +Bqt ut and x0 is fixed
yt = Cqt xt .

(3)
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Here Q= {1, . . . ,D} is the finite set of discrete modes, D is a positive integer. For each
t ∈ N, qt ∈ Q is the discrete mode, ut ∈R is the continuous input, yt ∈Rp is the output
at time t. Moreover, Aq ∈ Rn×n, Bq ∈ Rn×m, Cq ∈ Rp×n are the matrices of the linear
system in mode q∈ Q, and x0 is the initial continuous state. We will use

(p,m,n,Q,{(Aq,Bq,Cq) | q∈ Q},x0)

as a short-hand notation for DTLSSs of the form (3).

Throughout the section,Σ denotes a DTLSS of the form (3).Theinputs ofΣ are the
continuous inputs{ut}

∞
t=0 and the switching signal{qt}

∞
t=0. The state of the system at

timet is xt . Notethat any switching signal is admissible.We use the following notation
for the inputs ofΣ.

Notation 1 (Hybrid inputs). DenoteU = Q×Rm.

We denote byU ∗ (resp. U +) the set of all finite (resp. non-empty and finite)
sequences of elements ofU . A sequence

w= (q0,u0) · · · (qt ,ut) ∈ U
+, t ≥ 0 (4)

describes the scenario, when the discrete modeqi and the continuous inputui are fed
to Σ at timei, for i = 0, . . . , t.

Definition 2 (State and output). Consider a state xinit ∈ Rn. For any w∈ U + of the
form (4), denote by xΣ(xinit ,w) the state ofΣ at time t+1, and denote by yΣ(xinit ,w) the
outputof Σ at time t, ifΣ is started from xinit and the inputs{ui}

t
i=0 and the discrete

modes{qi}
t
i=0 are fed to the system. For notational purposes, we define xΣ(xinit ,ε) =

xinit .

That is,xΣ(xinit ,w) is defined recursively as follows;xΣ(xinit ,ε) = xinit , and if w=
v(q,u) for some(q,u) ∈ U , v∈ U ∗, then

xΣ(xinit ,w) = AqxΣ(xinit ,v)+Bqu.

If w∈ U
+ andw= v(q,u), (q,u) ∈ U , v∈ U

∗, then

yΣ(xinit ,w) =CqxΣ(xinit ,v).

Definition 3 (Input-output map). The map yΣ : U
+ → Rp, defined by∀w ∈ U

+ :
yΣ(w) = y(x0,w), is called the input-output map ofΣ.

That is, the input-output map ofΣ maps each sequencew∈ U + to the output gen-
erated byΣ under the hybrid inputw, if started from the initial statex0. The definition
above implies that the input-output behavior of a DTLSS can be formalized as a map

f : U
+ →R

p. (5)

The valuef (w) for w of the form (4) represents the output of the underlying black-box
system at timet, if the continuous inputs{ui}

t
i=0 and the switching sequence{qi}

t
i=0

are fed to the system. This black-box system may or may not admit a description by a
DTLSS.

Next, we define when a general mapf of the form (5) is adequately described by
the DTLSSΣ, i.e. whenΣ is a realization off .
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Definition 4 (Realization). The DTLSSΣ is a realizationof an input-output map f of
the form(5), if f equals the input-output map ofΣ, i.e. f = yΣ.

Thereachable set Reach(Σ) of Σ is the set of all states which can be reached from
the initial statex0 of Σ, i.e.

Reach(Σ) = {xΣ(x0,w) ∈ R
n | w∈ U

∗}

Definition 5 ((Span-)Reachability)). The DTLSSΣ is reachable, if Reach(Σ) =Rn, and
Σ is span-reachableif Rn is the smallest vector space containing Reach(Σ).

Reachability implies span-reachability but in general they are not equivalent.

Definition 6 (Observability). The DTLSSΣ is calledobservableif for any two states
x1,x2 ∈ Rn of Σ,

(∀w∈ U
+ : yΣ(x1,w) = yΣ(x2,w)) =⇒ x1 = x2

That is, observability means that if we pick any two states ofthe system, then for
somecontinuous input and switching signal, the resulting outputs will be different.

Definition 7 (Dimension). The dimension ofΣ, denoted bydimΣ, is the dimension n
of its state-space.

Note that the number of discrete states is fixed, and hence it is not included into
the definition of dimension. The reason for this is the following. We are interested in
realizations of input-output maps, which map continuous inputs and switching signals
to continuous outputs. Hence, for all possible DTLSS realizations, the set of discrete
modes is fixed.

Definition 8 (Minimality). Let f be an input-output map. ThenΣ is a minimal realiza-
tion of f , if Σ is a realization of f , and for any DTLSŜΣ which is a realization of f ,
dimΣ ≤ dimΣ̂.

Definition 9 (DTLSS morphism). Consider a DTLSSΣ1 of the form (3) and a DTLSS
Σ2 of the form

Σ2 = (p,m,na,Q,{(Aa
q,B

a
q,C

a
q) | q∈ Q},xa

0)

Note thatΣ1 andΣ2 have the same set of discrete modes. A matrixS ∈ Rna×n is said
to be aDTLSS morphismfrom Σ1 to Σ2, denoted byS : Σ1 → Σ2, if

S x0 = xa
0, and ∀q∈ Q : Aa

qS = S Aq, Ba
q = S Bq, Ca

qS =Cq.

The morphismS is called surjective ( injective ) ifS is surjective ( injective ) as a lin-
ear map. The morphismS is said to be a DTLSS isomorphism, if it is an isomorphism
as a linear map.
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4 Main result on minimality

Below we present the main results of the paper on minimality of DTLSSs. In addition,
we present a minimization procedure and rank tests for checking minimality. In the
sequel,Σ denotes a DTLSS of the form (3), and f denotes an input-outputmap f :
U + →Rp.

Theorem 3(Minimality). 1. A DTLSS realization of f is minimal, if and only if it
is span-reachable and observable.

2. All minimal DTLSS realizations of f are isomorphic.

3. Every DTLSS realization of f can be converted to a minimal DTLSS realization
of f (see Procedure 4 below).

The proof of Theorem 3 is presented in§7.

Remark 1. Note thatΣ can be minimal, while none of the linear subsystems is minimal,
see Example 1 below. Since all minimal realizations are isomorphic, it then follows that
such a DTLSS cannot be transformed to a one where at least one subsystem is minimal
without loosing input-output behavior.

For analogous theorem for continuous-time linear switchedsystems see [20, 19].
Intuitively, the theorem says the following. First, a minimal DTLSS should not contain
states which are not linear combination of the reachable ones (hence span-reachability).
Second, a minimal DTLSS should not contain multiple states which exhibit the same
input-output behavior (hence observability). Next, we present rank conditions for ob-
servability and span-reachability. These conditions can be used to test minimality and
to formulate Procedure 4.

Notation 2. Let X be a finite set,X be a linear space, Aσ : X →X ,σ ∈ X be linear
maps and let w∈ X∗. The linear map Aw onX is defined as follows. If w= ε, then Aε
is the identity map, i.e Aεx= x for all x∈ X . If w = σ1σ2 · · ·σk ∈ X∗, σ1, · · ·σk ∈ X,
k> 0, then

Aw = AσkAσk−1 · · ·Aσ1. (6)

If X =Rn for some n> 0, then Aw and each Aσ , σ ∈ X can be identified with an n×n
matrix. In this case Aw defines a product of matrices.

We denote byQ<n the set{w∈ Q∗ | |w|< n} of all wordsw∈ Q∗ of length at most
n−1. We denote byMn the cardinality ofQ<n and we fix an enumeration

Q<n = {v1, . . . ,vMn}.

We will use the notation defined above to define observabilityand reachability matrices
for DTLSSs .

Theorem 4. Span-Reachability. Define thespan-reachability matrixR(Σ) of Σ

R(Σ) =
[
Av1B̃, Av2B̃, · · · , AvMn

B̃
]
∈ R

n×(|Q|m+1)Mn where

B̃=
[
x0, B1, · · · , BD

]
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ThenΣ is span-reachable if and only ifrankR(Σ) = n.
Observability. Define theobservability matrixO(Σ) ∈ Rp|Q|Mn×n of Σ as follows.

O(Σ) =




C̃Av1

C̃Av2
...

C̃AvMn


 whereC̃=




C1

C2
...

CD




ThenΣ is observable if and only ifrankO(Σ) = n.

Informally, R(Σ) is formed by horizontal concatenation of blocksAwBq, for all
w∈Q<n, q∈Q, andO(Σ) is the vertical concatenation of blocksCqAw, q∈Q, w∈Q<n.
Notice that ifQ = {1}, thenR(Σ) is the controllability matrix of(A1,

[
x0 B1

]
) and

O(Σ) is the observability matrix of(C1,A1). Hence, the linear system(A1,B1,C1,x0)
is weak-reachable (observable) if and only if it is span-reachable (observable), if inter-
preted as a DTLSS. Hence, Theorem 3 implies Theorem 1.

The result of Theorem 4 follow from [30], the detailed proof can be found in Ap-
pendix A. Next, we formulate procedures for reachability, observability and minimality
reduction of DTLSSs .

Procedure 2 (Reachability reduction). AssumedimR(Σ) = nr and choose a basis
b1, . . . ,bn of Rn such that b1, . . . ,bnr spanImR(Σ). In the new basis, Aq,Bq,Cq, q∈ Q
and x0 become as follows

Aq =

[
Ar

q, A
′

q

0, A
′′

q

]
,Cq =

[
Cr

q, Cnr
q

]
,Bq =

[
Br

q
0

]
,x0 =

[
xr

0
0

]

where Ar
q ∈ Rnr×nr

,Br
q ∈ Rnr×m, xr

0 ∈ Rnr . ThenΣr = (p,m,nr ,Q,{(Ar
q,B

r
q,C

r
q) | q ∈

Q},xr
0) is span-reachable, and has the same input-output map asΣ.

Intuitively, Σr is obtained fromΣ by restricting the dynamics and the output map of
Σ to the space ImR(Σ).

Procedure 3(Observability reduction). Assume thatkerO(Σ)= n−no and let b1, . . . ,bn

be a basis inRn such that bno+1, . . . ,bn spankerO(Σ). In this new basis, Aq,Bq, Cq and
x0 can be rewritten as

Aq =

[
Ao

q, 0
A

′

q, A
′′

q

]
,Cq =

[
Co

q, 0
]
,Bq =

[
Bo

q

B
′

q

]
,x0 =

[
xo

0
x
′

0

]

where Ao
q ∈ Rno×no

,Bo
q ∈ Rno×m, Co

q ∈ Rp×no
and xo0 ∈ Rno. Then the DTLSSΣo =

(p,m,no,Q,{(Ao
q,B

o
q,C

o
q) | q ∈ Q},xo

0) is observable and its input-output map is the
same as that ofΣ. If Σ is span-reachable, then so isΣo.

Intuitively, Σo is obtained fromΣ by merging any two statesx1, x2 of Σ, for which
O(Σ)x1 = O(Σ)x2. The latter is equivalent toyΣ(x1,w) = yΣ(x2,w), ∀w∈ U +.

8



Procedure 4 (Minimization). First transformΣ to a span-reachable DTLSSΣr and
then transformΣr to an observable DTLSSΣm = (Σr)o. ThenΣm is a minimal realiza-
tion of the input-output map ofΣ.

The correctness of Procedures 2,3 and 4 are proved in§7, using the theory of formal
power series. Note that the correctness of Procedure 3 and ofProcedure 2 (in case of
x0 = 0) has already been shown by a direct proof in [30].

Example 1. Let Σ = (p,m,n,Q,{(Aq,Bq,Cq) | q ∈ Q},x0) with Q= {1,2}, n = 3,

x0 =
[
0 1 0

]T
,

A1 =




0 1 0
0 0 1
0 0 1


 , B1 =




0
0
0


 , C1 =

[
1 0 0

]

A2 =




0 1 0
0 1 1
0 0 1


 , B2 =




0
1
0


 , C2 =

[
0 0 1

]

This system is observable, but it is not span-reachable. In order to see observability,
notice that the sub-matrix

[
CT

1 (C1A1)
T CT

2

]T
of O(Σ) is of rank3. In order to see

that Σ is not span-reachable, notice that if(x,y,z)T is a column of R(Σ), then z= 0.
HencedimR(Σ)≤ 2.

Using Procedure 4, we can transformΣ to the minimal realization

Σm = (p,m,nm,Q,{(Am
q ,B

m
q ,C

m
q ) | q∈ Q},xm

0 )

of yΣ: Q = {1,2}, nm = 2, xm
0 =

[
1, 0

]T
and

Am
1 =

[
0 0
1 0

]
,Bm

1 =

[
0
0

]
,Cm

1 =
[
0, 1

]

Am
2 =

[
1 0
1 0

]
,Bm

2 =

[
1
0

]
,Cm

2 =
[
0, 0

]

Using [31], it is easy to see that neither(Am
1 ,B

m
1 ,C

m
1 ,x

m
0 ) nor (Am

2 ,B
m
2 ,C

m
2 ,x

m
0 ) are

minimal.

5 Main results on existence of a realization

We present the necessary and sufficient conditions for the existence of a DTLSS real-
ization for an input-output map. In the sequel,f denotes a map of the form(5). To
this end, we need the notion of the Hankel-matrix and Markov-parameters of an input-
output map. More precisely, we proceed as follows. First, wedefine the notion of
Markov parameters off and use them to define the Hankel-matrix off . We then use
the Hankel-matrix to formulate conditions for existence ofa DTLSS realization off .
To this end, we need the following notation.
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Notation 3. In the sequel, we identify any element w= (q0,u0) · · · (qt ,ut) ∈ U + with
the pair of sequences(v,u), v∈ Q+, u∈ (Rm)+, v= q0 · · ·qt and u= u0 · · ·ut .

Notation 4. Consider the input-output map f . For each word v∈ Q+ of length|v| =
t > 0 define fv : (Rm)t → Rp as

fv(u) = f ((v,u)). (7)

Now we are ready to define the Markov-parameters of an input-output map.

Definition 10 (Markov-parameters). Denote Qk,∗ = {w ∈ Q∗ | |w| ≥ k}. Define the
maps Sf0 : Q1,∗ → Rp and Sf

j : Q2,∗ → Rp, j = 1, . . . ,m as follows; for any v∈ Q∗,
q,q0 ∈ Q,

Sf
0(vq) = fvq(0, . . . ,0) and

Sf
j (q0vq) = fq0vq(ej ,0, . . . ,0)− fq0vq(0, . . . ,0),

(8)

with ej ∈ Rm is the vector with1 as its jth entry and zero everywhere else. The collec-

tion of maps{Sf
j }

m
j=0 is called theMarkov-parametersof f .

The functionSf
0 can be viewed as theinitial state-responseand the functionsSf

j ,

j = 1, . . . ,mcan be viewed asinput responses. The interpretation ofSf
0, Sf

j will become
more clear after we define the concept of ageneralized convolution representation.
Note that the values of the Markov-parameters can be obtained from the values off ,
i.e. by means of input-output experiments.

Notation 5 (Sub-word). Consider the sequence v= q0 · · ·qt ∈Q+, q0, . . . ,qt ∈Q, t≥ 0.
For each j,k∈ {0, . . . , t}, define the word vj |k ∈ Q∗ as follows; if j> k, then vj |k = ε, if
j = k, then vj | j = q j and if j < k, then vj |k = q jq j+1 · · ·qk. That is, vj |k is the sub-word
of v formed by the letters from the jth to the kth letter.

Definition 11 (Convolution representation). The input-output map f has ageneral-
ized convolution representation (abbreviated asGCR), if for all w = (v,u) ∈ U +,
v = q0 · · ·qt , u = u0 · · ·ut , q0, . . . ,qt ∈ Q, u0, . . .ut ∈ Rm, f(w) can be expressed via
the Markov-parameters of f as follows.

f (w) = Sf
0(v0|t−1qt)+

t−1

∑
k=0

Sf (qkvk+1|t−1qt)uk

where Sf (w) =
[
Sf

1(w), Sf
2(w), . . . , Sf

m(w)
]
∈ Rp×m for all w ∈ Q∗.

Remark 2. If f has aGCR, then the Markov-parameters of f determine f uniquely.

The motivation for introducingGCRs is that existence of aGCR is a necessary
condition for realizability by DTLSSs. More precisely, thefollowing holds.

Lemma 1. The map f is realized by the DTLSSΣ if and only if f has aGCR and for
all v ∈ Q∗, q,q0 ∈ Q,

Sf
0(vq) =CqAvx0 and

Sf
j (q0vq) =CqAvBq0ej , j = 1, . . . ,m.

(9)
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The proof of Lemma 1 can be found in Appendix A. From Lemma 1 it follows
that if f is realizable by a DTLSS, then the values ofSf

0 and Sf
j , j = 1, . . . ,m can

be expressed as products of matrices. Moreover,Sf
0 corresponds to the part of the

response which depends on the initial state, and{Sf
j }

m
j=1 encodes the response from

the zero initial state.
We can draw the following analogy with the linear case§2. Existence of aGCR is

analogous to the requirement that the input-output map is ofthe form (1). The Markov-
parameterSf

0(vq) corresponds to the vectorK|v|, and the vectorSf
j (q0vq) corresponds

to the jth column of the matrixH|v|. Finally, if f can be realized by a DTLSS, then
the Markov-parameters can be expressed as products of matrices (9). This is analogous
to the linear case, whereKt = CAtx0 andHt = CAtB holds for t ≥ 0, if (A,B,C,x0)
is a realization of the input-output map. In fact,ifQ = {1}, i.e. we are dealing with
linear systems, thenSf

0(vq) = K|v|, Sf
j (q0vq) is the jth column ofH|v| and theGCR

is the representation of the form (1), and the right-hand sides of (9) becomesCA|v|x0,
CA|v|Bej , whereC=C1,A= A1,B= B1.

Next, we define the concept of a Hankel-matrix. Similarly to the linear case, the
entries of the Hankel-matrix are formed by the Markov parameters. For the definition
of the Hankel-matrix off , we will use lexicographical ordering on the set of sequences
Q∗.

Remark 3 (Lexicographic ordering). Recall that Q= {1, . . . ,D}. We define a lexico-
graphic ordering≺ on Q∗ as follows. For any v,s∈ Q∗, v ≺ s if either |v| < |s| or
0 < |v| = |s|, v 6= s and for some l∈ {1, . . . , |s|}, vl < sl with the usual ordering of
integers and vi = si for i = 1, . . . , l −1. Here vi and si denote the ith letter of v and s re-
spectively. Note that≺ is a complete ordering and Q∗ = {v1,v2, . . .} with v1 ≺ v2 ≺ . . ..
Note that v1 = ε and for all i∈ N, q∈ Q, vi ≺ viq.

In order to simplify the definition of a Hankel-matrix, we introduce the notion of a
combined Markov-parameter.

Definition 12 (Combined Markov-parameters). A combined Markov-parameter Mf (v)
of f indexed by the word v∈ Q∗ is the following pD× (Dm+1) matrix

M f (v) =




Sf
0(v1), Sf (1v1), · · · , Sf (Dv1)

Sf
0(v2), Sf (1v2), · · · , Sf (Dv2)

...
... · · ·

...
Sf

0(vD), Sf (1vD), · · · , Sf (DvD)




(10)

where for any w∈ Q+, |w|> 2, Sf (w) =
[
Sf

1(w), Sf
2(w), . . . , Sf

m(w)
]
.

Definition 13 (Hankel-matrix). Consider the lexicographic ordering≺ of Q∗ from
Remark 3. Define the Hankel-matrix Hf of f as the following infinite matrix

H f =




M f (v1v1), M f (v2v1), · · · , M f (vkv1), · · ·
M f (v1v2), M f (v2v2), · · · , M f (vkv2), · · · ,
M f (v1v3) M f (v2v3), · · · , M f (vkv3) · · ·

...
... · · ·

... · · ·


 ,
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i.e. the pD× (mD+1) block of Hf in the block row i and block column j equals the
combined Markov-parameter Mf (v jvi) of f . The rank of Hf , denoted byrankH f , is
the dimension of the linear span of its columns.

The Hankel-matrix off can also be viewed as a matrix rows and columns of which
are indexed by words fromQ∗.

Remark 4 (Alternative definition of the Hankel-matrix). Notice that every row index
0< l ∈N of Hf can be identified with a tuple(v, i), i = 1, . . . , pD and v∈Q∗ as follows;
v= vr , i.e. v is the rth element of Q∗, for some0< r ∈ N such that l= (r −1)Dp+ i.
In fact the identification above is a one-to-one mapping.

Similarly, every column index0< k ∈ N can be identified with a pair(w, j) where
w∈ Q∗, j ∈ Jf = {0}∪Q×{1, . . . ,m}, where w= vr , i.e. w is the rth element of Q∗

for some r∈ N such that k= (r −1)(mD+1)+ i for some integer i= 1, . . . ,mD+1,
and if i= 1 then j= 0 and if i= m(q−1)+z+1 for some q∈ Q and z= 1, . . . ,m, then
j = (q,z). This identification is one-to-one.

Using the identification of row and column indices outlined above, we can view Hf
as a matrix, rows of which are indexed by(v, i), v∈ Q∗, i = 1, . . . , pD, and columns of
which are indexed by(w, j), w∈ Q∗, j ∈ Jf . The entry

[
H f

]
(v,i),(w, j) of Hf indexed by

row index(v, i) and column index(w, j) is the ith entry of the rth column of Mf (wv),
where r= 1, if j = 0 and r= m(q−1)+ z+1 if j = (q,z). In other words,

[
H f

]
(v,i),(w,(q,z)) =

[
Sf

z(qwvαi)
]

l ,
[
H f

]
(v,i),(w,0) =

[
Sf

0(wvαi)
]

l

whereαi = K +1 with K and l defined from i by the decomposition i= pK+ l, K =
0,1, . . . ,D−1, l = 1, . . . , p. Here,[a]l denotes the lth entry of a vector a.

It is not difficult to see that forQ= {1}, H f is the same as the Hankel-matrix defined
in §2. The main result on realization theory of DTLSSs can be stated as follows.

Theorem 5. The map f has a realization by a DTLSS if and only if f has aGCR and
rankH f <+∞. A minimal realization of f can be constructed from Hf (see Procedure
5) and any minimal DTLSS realization of f has dimensionrankH f .

Procedure 5. If rankH f = n < +∞, then a DTLSSΣ f of the form(3) can be con-
structed from Hf as follows. Choose a basis in the column space of Hf .

In this basis, let x0 be the coordinates of the first column of Hf . For each l=
1, . . . ,m, the lth column of Bq, q∈ Q is formed by coordinates of the m(q−1)+ l +1th
column of Hf . Let Cq, q∈ Q be the matrix of the linear map which maps every column
to the vector formed by its rows indexed by p(q−1)+1, p(q−1)+2, . . ., pq. Define
Aq, q ∈ Q as the matrix of the linear map which maps the rth column of the block
column(M(v j vi))

∞
i=1 to the rth column of the block column(M(v j qvi))

∞
i=1, for each

j = 1,2, . . . , and r= 1,2, . . . ,(Dm+1).
Alternatively, using Remark 4 we can describeΣ f as follows. The initial state x0

is formed by the coordinates of the column of Hf indexed by(ε,0). The lth column
of Bq, q∈ Q is formed by the coordinates of the column of Hf indexed by(ε,(q, l)),

12



l = 1, . . . ,m. The matrix Cq, q∈ Q is the matrix of the linear map which maps each
column of Hf to the vector formed by its rows which are indexed by(ε, p(q− 1)+
1), . . . ,(ε, pq). Finally, Aq is the matrix of the map which maps each column indexed
by (w, j) to the column indexed by(wq, j), w∈ Q∗, j ∈ Jf .

Notice that forQ = {1}, Theorem 5 implies Theorem 2, and Procedure 5 reduces
to Procedure 1.

Example 2. Consider a SISO input-output map f such that for any v∈ Q+, |v|= t,

fv(u1, . . . ,ut) =





1+∑t−2
j=1u j if t > 1 and v= 2t−11 or

v= 2t−211,
0 otherwise

Hence, the Markov-parameters of f are as follows

Sf
0(v) =

{
1 if t > 1 and v= 2t−11 or v= 2t−211
0 otherwise

Sf
1(v) =

{
1 if t > 2 and v= 2t−11 or v= 2t−211
0 otherwise

It is easy to check thatΣ from Example 1 satisfies(9) from Lemma 1, henceΣ is a
realization of f .

Consider the Hankel-matrix Hf of f . It is easy to see that the set of columns of Hf

contains two elements: b1 and b2. The entries of b1 equal1, if indexed by(v,1) with
|v|> 0 and v= 2|v| or v= 2|v|−11 and are zero otherwise. The only non-zero entry of
b2 is 1 and it is indexed by(ε,1). Applying Procedure 5 to our example, and taking
(b1,b2) as a basis ofImH f , we obtain a DTLSS of the form(3) which coincides with
Σm from Example 1.

Indeed, since the column of Hf indexed by(ε,(1,1)) is zero, and the column in-
dexed by(ε,0) and(ε,(2,1)) is b1, we get B1 = 0, B2 = x0 = (1,0). Since the entries
of any column indexed by(ε,2) are zero, we get C2 = 0. Since the entries of b1 and
b2 indexed by(ε,1) are 1, we get C1 = (1,1)T . Note that if the column of Hf indexed
by (w, j) equals b1, then the column indexed by(w1, j) equals b2, the column indexed
by (w2, j) equals b1+b2. If the column indexed by(w, j) equals b2, then the column
indexed by(w1, j) and(w2, j) are both zero. Hence, if A1 and A2 are viewed as linear
maps onImH f , then A1b1 = b2, A1b2 = 0, A2b2 = 0, A2b1 = b1+b2. In other words,
the matrices A1 and A2 are precisely the same as the matrices Am

1 and Am
2 from Example

1.

Note that once the Markov-parameters are defined, the definition of Hankel-matrix
presented above coincides with that of the continuous-timecase. As a consequence,
we can repeat the realization algorithm described in [25, Algorithm 1] for DTLSSs .
Moreover, [25, Theorem 4] holds for DTLSSs . For the sake of completeness, below
we state the realization algorithm and its correctness explicitly for DTLSSs .

Definition 14 (H f ,L,M sub-matrices ofH f ). For L,M ∈ N define the integers IL =
N(L)pD and JM = N(M)(mD+1). Denote by Hf ,L,M the following upper-left IL × JM
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sub-matrix of Hf ,




M f (v1v1), M f (v2v1), · · · , M f (vN(M)v1)

M f (v1v2), M f (v2v2), · · · , M f (vN(M)v2)
...

... · · ·
...

M f (v1vN(L)), M f (v2vN(L)), · · · , M f (vN(M)vN(L))


 .

Algorithm 1
Inputs: Hankel-matrixH f ,N,N+1.
Output: DTLSSΣN

1: Compute the decompositionH f ,N,N+1 =OR such thatO∈RIN×n andR∈Rn×JN+1

and rankR = rankO = n.
2: Consider the decomposition

R =
[
Cv1, Cv2, . . . , CvN(N+1)

]

such thatCvi ∈ Rn×(Dm+1). DefineR,Rq ∈ Rn×JN , q∈ Q as follows

R =
[
Cv1, Cv2, . . . , CvN(N)

]

Rq =
[
Cv1q, Cv2q, . . . , CvN(N)q

]

3: ConstructΣN of the form (3) such that
[
x0,B1, . . . ,BD

]
=

the firstmD+1 columns ofR (11)
[
CT

1 , CT
2 , . . . , CT

D

]T
= the firstpD rows ofO (12)

∀q∈ Q : Aq = RqR
+
, (13)

whereR
+

is the Moore-Penrose pseudoinverse ofR.
4: ReturnΣN

Remark 5 (Implementation). One way to compute the factorization Hf ,N,N+1 = OR
is as follows. If Hf ,N,N+1 = UΣV is the SVD decomposition of Hf ,N,N+1, then define
O =UΣ1/2 andR = Σ1/2V.

Theorem 6. If rankH f ,N,N = rankH f , then the algorithm returns a minimal realization
of f . The conditionrankH f ,N,N = rankH f holds for a given N, if there exists an DTLSS
realizationΣ of f such thatdimΣ ≤ N+1.

The proof of Theorem 6 can be found in§7.

Remark 6 (Computation ofH f ,N,N). Note that Hf ,N,N can be computed from the re-
sponses of f . However, in principle, the computation of Hf ,N,N requires an exponential
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number of input/output experiments involving different switching sequences. This is
clearly not very practical. It would be more practical to build H f ,N,N based on the re-
sponse of f to a single switching sequence. Preliminary results on the latter approach
can be found in [23]. A detailed discussion of this approach goes beyond the scope of
this paper.

6 Formal Power Series

In this section we present an overview of the necessary results on formal power series.
The material of the section is an extension of the classical theory of [5, 29], for the
proofs of the results of this section see [18, 20].

Let X be a finite set, which we refer to as the alphabet. Aformal power series S
with coefficients inRd is a map

S: X∗ → R
d

We denote byRd ≪ X∗ ≫ the set of all such maps. LetJ be an arbitrary (possibly
infinite) set. Afamily of formal power series inRd ≪ X∗ ≫ indexed by J, abbreviated
as FFS is a collection

Ψ = {Sj ∈ R
d ≪ X∗ ≫| j ∈ J}. (14)

In the sequelΨ denotes a FFS of the form (14). Notice that we do not requireSj , j ∈ J
to be all distinct , i.e.Sl = Sj for some indicesj, l ∈ J, j 6= l is allowed.

Let J be an arbitrary set and letd > 0. A d-J rational representation over the
alphabet Xis a tuple

R= (X ,{Aσ}σ∈X,B,C) (15)

whereX is a finite-dimensional vector space overR, for eachσ ∈ X, Aσ : X → X

is a linear map,C : X → Rd is a linear map, andB = {B j ∈ X | j ∈ J} is a family
of elements ofX indexed byJ. If d andJ are clear from the context we will refer
to R simply as arational representation. We callX the state-space, Aσ , σ ∈ X the
state-transition maps, andC thereadout mapof R. The familyB is called thefamily of
initial states of R. The dimension dimX of the state-space is called thedimensionof
R and it is denoted by dimR. If X = Rn, then we identify the linear mapsAσ , σ ∈ X
andC with their matrix representations in the standard Euclidean bases, and we call
them thestate-transition matricesand thereadout matrixrespectively.

Thed− J representationR from (15) is said to be arepresentation ofΨ, if

∀ j ∈ J,∀w∈ X∗ : Sj(w) =CAwB j , (16)

where Notation 2 has been used. We say that the familyΨ is rational, if there exists
a d-J representationR such thatR is a representation ofΨ. A representationRmin of
Ψ is calledminimal if for each representationR of Ψ, dimRmin ≤ dimR. Define the
subspaces

WR = Span{AwB j ∈ X | w∈ X∗, |w|< n, j ∈ J} (17)

OR =
⋂

w∈X∗,|w|<n

kerCAw. (18)
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We will say that the representationR is reachableif dimWR = dimR, and we will say
thatR isobservableif OR= {0}. LetR=(X ,{Aσ}σ∈X,B,C), R̃=(X̃ ,{Ãσ}σ∈X, B̃,C̃)
be twod−J rational representations. A linear mapS : X → X̃ is called arepresen-
tation morphism, and is denoted byS : R→ R̃, if

S Aσ = Ãσ S ,∀σ ∈ X, S B j = B̃ j ,∀ j ∈ J, C= C̃S (19)

If S is bijective, then it is called a representation isomorphism. If S is an isomor-
phism, thenR̃ andR are representations of the same FFS , andR is observable (reach-
able) if and only ifR̃ is observable (reachable).

Remark 7. Let R be a representation ofΨ of the form (15), and consider a linear iso-
morphismS : X →Rn, n= dimR. ThenS R= (Rn,{S Aσ S −1}σ∈X,S B,CS −1),
whereS B= {S B j ∈ Rn | j ∈ J} is a representation ofΨ and it is isomorphic to R.
The representationS R is defined on an Euclidean space and its state-transition and
readout maps can be viewed as matrices.

Definition 15 (Hankel-matrix). Define theHankel-matrixHΨ of Ψ as the infinite ma-
trix, the rows of which are indexed by pairs(v, i) where v∈ X∗, i = 1, . . . ,d, and the
columns of which are indexed by(w, j) where w∈ X∗, j ∈ J. The entry[HΨ](v,i),(w, j) of
HΨ indexed with the row index(v, i) and the column index(w, j) is defined as

[HΨ](v,i)(w, j) = [Sj(wv)]i (20)

where[Sj(wv)]i denotes the ith entry of the vector Sj(wv) ∈ Rd. The rank of HΨ is
the dimension of the linear space spanned by the columns of HΨ, and it is denoted by
rankHΨ.

Theorem 7(Existence and minimality, [18, 20]). 1. The familyΨ is rational, if and
only if rankHΨ <+∞.

2. If rankHΨ <+∞, then a minimal representation R ofΨ can be constructed from
HΨ, see Procedure 6.

3. Assume that Rmin is a representation ofΨ. Then Rmin is a minimal representation
of Ψ, if and only if Rmin is reachable and observable. If Rmin is minimal, then
rankHΨ = dimRmin.

4. All minimal representations ofΨ are isomorphic.

5. Any representation R ofΨ can be transformed to a minimal representation Rmin

of Ψ, see Procedure 9.

We conclude by presenting procedures for reachability and observability reduction,
minimization of representations and construction of a representation from the Hankel-
matrix. In the sequel,R is a representation ofΨ andR is of the form (15).

Procedure 6(Repr. from Hankel-matrix, [18, 20]). If rankHΨ <+∞, then

RΨ = (ImHΨ,{Aσ}σ∈X,B,C)
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is a representation ofΨ. Here, for eachσ ∈ X, Aσ is the linear map which maps every
column of HΨ indexed by(w, j) to the column indexed by(wσ , j). The initial states are
B= {B j | j ∈ J}, where Bj is the column of HΨ indexed by(ε, j), j ∈ J. Finally, C is a
linear map which maps every column of HΨ to the vector formed by those rows of this
columns which are indexed by(ε,1), . . . ,(ε,d). Recall thatRd is set of coefficients of
the formal power series Sj of Ψ, j ∈ J, i.e. Sj : X∗ → Rd.

Procedure 7 (Reachability Reduction). Assume R is a representation ofΨ and it is
of the form(15). Recall the definition of the reachable subspace WR of R from (17).
Define the representation Rr = (WR,{Ar

σ}σ∈X,Br ,Cr), where for eachσ ∈ X, Ar
σ is the

restriction of Aσ to WR, Br = {B j ∈ X | j ∈ J} = B, and Cr is the restriction of C to
WR. Then Rr is a reachable representation ofΨ.

Procedure 8(Observability Reduction). Assume R is a representation ofΨ and it is of
the form(15). Recall from (18) the definition of the observability subspace OR. Define
the representation Ro = (X /ORr ,{Ãσ}σ∈X, B̃,C̃). HereX /OR is the quotient space
of X with respect to OR. Denote by[x], x ∈ X the equivalence class of all those
y ∈ X such that x− y ∈ OR. ThenÃσ [x] = [Aσ x], σ ∈ X, C̃[x] = Cx for all x∈ X ,
andB̃= {B̃ j ∈ X /OR | j ∈ J} is such that̃B j = [B j ], j ∈ J. Then Ro is an observable
representation ofΨ and if R is reachable, then so is Ro.

Procedure 9(Minimization). A representation R ofΨ can be converted to a minimal
representation as follows. Use Procedure 7 to obtain a reachable representation Rr .
Apply Procedure 8 to Rr and obtain the observable representation Rmin = (Rr)o. Then
Rmin is a minimal representation ofΨ.

If J is finite, then Procedures 6, 7, 8, and 9 can be implemented, see [18].
More precisely, we can formulate a realization algorithm for rational representa-

tions, [24]. Below we present slight extension of the results of [28, 29, 12] on real-
ization algorithms for formal power series. The proofs of the results can be found in
[18, 24]. We introduce the following notation. LetK,M ∈N.

IM = {(v, i) | v∈ X∗, |v| ≤ M, i = 1, . . . , p}

JK = {(w, j) | j ∈ J,w∈ X∗, |w| ≤ K}
(21)

Intuitively, the elements ofIM (resp. JK) are those row (column) indices ofHΨ, the
X∗-valued component of which is of length at mostM (resp.K).

Definition 16. Define the matrix HΨ,M,K as the matrix, rows of which are indexed by
the elements ofIM, columns of which are indexed by the elements ofJK , and its entry
(HΨ,M,K)(v,i),(w, j) indexed by the row index(v, i) ∈ IM and the column index(w, j) ∈
JK is defined as(HΨ,M,K)(v,i),(w, j) = (HΨ)(v,i),(w, j) = (Sj(wv))i . The rank of HΨ,M,K ,
denoted byrankHΨ,M,K , is the dimension of the linear space spanned by its columns.

That is,HΨ,M,K is the sub-matrix ofHΨ formed by the intersection of the columns
indexed by the elements ofJK and of the rows indexed by the elements ofIM. If J is
finite, thenHΨ,M,K is afinite matrix.
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Theorem 8(Realization algorithm, [24]). If rankHΨ,N,N = rankHΨ, then the represen-
tation RN, to be defined below, is a minimal representation ofΨ. If rankHΨ ≤ N+1,
then rankHΨ,N,N = rankHΨ holds. The representation RN is of the form (15), with
the state-spaceX = ImHΨ,N,N+1, and such that if we denote byCw, j the column of
ImHΨ,N,N indexed by(w, j) ∈ JN, then

∀(w, j) ∈ JN : Aσ (Cw, j ) = Cwσ , j

∀(w, j) ∈ JN : C(Cw, j) =
[
Cw, j((ε,1)), · · · , Cw, j((ε, p))

]T

∀ j ∈ J : B j = Cε, j

Here Cw, j((ε, i)) is the entry of the columnCw, j indexed by(ε, i). i.e. it equals
(HΨ,N,N)(ε,i),(w, j), i = 1, . . . , p.

7 Proof of the main results

The proof of the results on realization theory relies on the relationship between formal
power series representations and DTLSSs state-space representations. This relation-
ship is completely analogous to the one for linear switched systems in continuous time,
[20, 19].

Consider an input-output mapf and assume thatf has aGCR. Below we define
theFFS Ψ f associated with f. We also define therepresentation RΣ associated with
a DTLSSΣ and aDTLSSΣR associated with a rational representation R. These no-
tions allow us to relate FFS and input-output maps and to relate DTLSS with rational
representations. In turn, these correspondences enable usto translate the realization
problem for DTLSS to the problem of rationality of FFS.

We first define the FFS associated withf . To this end, recall the definition (8) of
the Markov-parameters off .

Definition 17 (FFS associated withf ). For each q∈Q, each index j= 1, . . . ,m, define
the formal power seriesSq, j ,S0 ∈ RpD ≪ Q∗ ≫ as follows; for each word w∈ Q∗,
discrete mode q∈ Q and index j= 1, . . . ,m,

S(q, j)(w) =
[
(Sf

j (qw1))T , (Sf
j (qw2))T , · · · , (Sf

j (qwD))T
]T

,

S0(w) =
[
(Sf

0(w1))T , (Sf
0(w2))T , · · · , (Sf

0(wD))T
]T

.

(22)

Let Jf = {0}∪{(q, l) | q∈ Q, l = 1, . . . ,m} and define theFFS associated withf by

Ψ f = {S j ∈ R
pD ≪ Q∗ ≫| j ∈ Jf }. (23)

Notice that the values ofS(q, j)(w) and Sf
0(w) are obtained by stacking up the

Markov-parameters ofSf
j (qwi) and Sf

0(wi) respectively, fori = 1, . . . ,D. Next, we
define the representationRΣ associated withΣ.

Definition 18. Assume thatΣ is of the form (3). Define therepresentationRΣ associated
with Σ as a p|Q|−Jf representation of the form(15), where Jf = {0}∪Q×{1, . . . ,m}
and the following holds.
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• The alphabet X of RΣ is the set of discrete modes Q, and d= p|Q|.

• The state-spaceX of RΣ is the same as that ofΣ, i.e.X = Rn. For each q∈ Q,
the state-transition matrix Aq of RΣ is identical to the matrix Aq of Σ.

• The p|Q|×n readout matrix C is obtained by vertically ”stacking up” the matri-
ces C1, . . . ,CD, i.e.

C=
[
CT

1 , CT
2 , · · · , CT

D

]T
∈ R

pD×n.

• B= {B j ∈ X | j ∈ Jf }, where B0 = x0 and B(q,l) is the lth column of the matrix
Bq of Σ.

The intuition behind the definition ofRΣ is that we would likeRΣ to be a represen-
tation of Ψ f if and only if (24) holds. Then theAq matrices of the representationRΣ
should coincide with theAq matrices ofΣ. The initial states ofRΣ should be formed by
the vectorB0 (in order to generateS0), andBqej (in order to generateS(q, j)). Finally,
the readout mapC should be formed by ”stacking up” the matricesCq. Next, we define
a DTLSSΣR based on a representationR.

Definition 19. Consider a p|Q|−Jf representation R of the form(15), over the alpha-
bet X=Q with d= p|Q|. If X =Rn does not hold, then replace R with the isomorphic
copyS R defined in Remark 7 whose state-space isRn. In the rest of the construction,
we assume thatX = Rn for n= dimX holds and that Aq, q∈ Q are n×n matrices,
and C is a p|Q|×n matrix. Define theDTLSSΣR associated with Ras follows. LetΣR

be of the form (3) such that

• for q∈ Q, the matrix Aq of ΣR is identical to the state-transition matrix Aq of R.

• For each q∈ Q, the matrix Cq is formed by the rows(q− 1)p+1,(q− 1)p+
2, . . . ,qp of C, i.e.

C=
[
CT

1 , CT
2 , · · · , CT

D

]T
.

• For each q∈ Q, Bq =
[
B(q,1), · · · B(q,m)

]
. The initial state x0 of ΣR is defined

as x0 = B0.

The intuition behind the definition ofΣR is the following. We would likeΣR to be
such that if we apply Definition 18 to it, then the resulting representationRΣR should
be close toR.

The relationship between the various concepts introduced above is as follows.

Theorem 9. 1. The Hankel-matrix HΨ f equals the Hankel-matrix Hf of f .

2. The representations R and RΣR are isomorphic, andΣRΣ = Σ.

3. The DTLSSΣ is a realization of the input-output map f if and only if the associ-
ated representation RΣ is a representation ofΨ f .

4. The representation R is a representation ofΨ f if and only if the associated
DTLSSΣR is a realization of f .
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5. The DTLSSΣ is a minimal realization of the input-output map f if and onlyif
the associated representation RΣ is a minimal representation ofΨ f .

6. The representation R is a minimal representation ofΨ f if and only if the associ-
ated DTLSSΣR is a minimal realization of f .

7. The DTLSSΣ is span-reachable (observable) if and only if the associated repre-
sentation RΣ is reachable (resp. observable).

8. The representation R is reachable (observable) if and only if the associated
DTLSSΣR is span-reachable (resp. observable).

9. Assume thatΣ1 and Σ2 are two DTLSSs with the state-spacesRn andRna re-
spectively. A matrixS ∈ Rna×n is a DTLSS morphismS : Σ1 → Σ2 if and only
if S : RΣ1 → RΣ2 is a representation morphism, ifS is interpreted as a linear
map.

The statements of Theorem 9 above are summarized in Table 1.

Proof of 9. Proof of Part 1. Straightforward.
Proof of Part 2. Straightforward.
Proof of Part 3 and Part 4. The proof is analogous to the proof of Theorem 10

from [20]. First, note that ifR is a representation ofΨ f , thenRsatisfies the assumptions
of Definition 19. SinceR is isomorphic toRΣR, Part 4 follows from Part 3. Part 3
follows by noticing thatΣ is a realization off , if and only if for allq0 ∈Q, j = 1, . . . ,m,
w∈ Q∗,

S(q0, j)(w) =
[
CT

1 , CT
2 , · · · , CT

D

]T
AwBq0ej and

S0(w) =
[
CT

1 , CT
2 , · · · , CT

D

]T
Awx0.

(24)

The above statement follows from Lemma 1, by taking into account the definition of
S0 andS(q0, j). But (24) is equivalent toRΣ being a representation ofΨ f . Indeed, the

matrix
[
CT

1 CT
2 , · · · CT

D

]T
in the right-hand side of (24) equals the readout matrix

C of RΣ, and the vectorsBq0ej andx0 coincide with the initial statesB(q0, j) andB0 of
RΣ. Hence, (24) in fact says thatS j(w) =CAwB j for all w∈ Q∗, j ∈ Jf , i.e. thatRΣ is
a representation ofΨ f .

Proof of Part 5 and Part 6. Follows from Part 3 and Part 4, by noticing that
dimΣ = dimRΣ and dimR= dimΣR.

Proof of Part 7 and 8. SinceRΣR is isomorphic toR, it is enough to prove Part
7. To that end it is enough to show thatWRΣ = ImR(Σ) andORΣ = kerO(Σ), i.e. the
image of the reachability matrix ofΣ equals the spaceWRΣ of RΣ, and the kernel of the
observability matrix ofΣ equalsORΣ .

Assume thatRΣ is of the form (15), withX =Rn, d= p|Q| andX = Q. To see that
ImR(Σ) =WRΣ , notice that ImR(Σ) is the linear span of the columns of matricesAwBq

and vectorsAwx0, q∈ Q, w∈ Q∗, |w|< n. But the initial statesB of RΣ consists of the
columns of the matricesBq, q∈ Q, and of the vectorx0. Hence, ImR(Σ) is spanned by
vectorsAwB j , j ∈ Jf and hence it equalsWRΣ .
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Similarly, the kernel ofO(Σ) equals the intersection of kerCqAw, q ∈ Q, w ∈ Q∗,
|w|< n. It is easy to see that

⋂
q∈QkerCqAw = kerCAw, hence, kerO(Σ) is the intersec-

tion of all spaces kerCAw, w∈ Q∗, |w|< n. But the latter intersection equalsORΣ .
Proof of Part 9. The proof is analogous to the proof of Lemma 10 of [20]. Since

the state-spaces ofRΣ1 andΣ1 are the same, and the state-spaces ofRΣ2 andΣ2 are the
same,S can indeed be viewed both as a potential representation morphism fromRΣ1

to RΣ2 and as a potential DTLSS morphism fromΣ1 to Σ2. Then it is enough to prove
thatS satisfies (19) withR= RΣ1 andR̃= RΣ2 if and only if S satisfies Definition 9.
The latter proof is routine. Indeed, assume thatΣ1 is of the form (3) and thatΣ2 is of
the form

Σ2 = (n
′
,Q,{(A

′

q,B
′

q,C
′

q) | q∈ Q},x
′

0).

Assume thatRΣ1 is of the form (15) andRΣ2 = (Rn
′

,{A
′

q}q∈Q,B
′
,C

′
) whereB

′
= {B

′

j |

j ∈ Jf }. Note that the matricesAq andA
′

q of RΣ1, respectivelyRΣ2, coincide with the
corresponding matrices ofΣ1 andΣ2. ThenS is a DTLSS morphism if and only if

(∀q∈ Q : S Aq = A
′

qS ,Cq =C
′

qS ,S Bq = B
′

q)

andS x0 = x
′

0.

But ∀q∈ Q : Cq =C
′

qS is equivalent toC=C
′
S , since

C=
[
(C1)

T , · · · , (CD)T
]T

=
[
(C

′

1S )T , · · · , (C
′

DS )T
]T

=C
′
S .

Similarly,S Bq = B
′

q is equivalent to:∀l = 1, . . . ,m,S Bqel = S B(q,l) = B
′

qel = B
′

(q,l).

This, together withS x0 = x
′

0, implies thatS B j = B
′

j for all j ∈ Jf .
Hence, we have established thatS is a DTLSS morphism if and only if∀q∈ Q :

S Aq = A
′

qS , C=C
′
S , and∀ j ∈ Jf : S B j = B

′

j . But this means thatS : RΣ1 → RΣ2

is a representation morphism.

Proof Theorem 3.By Theorem 9, Part 5,Σ is a minimal DTLSS realization off if and
only if R=RΣ is minimal. By Theorem 7,R is minimal if and only ifR is reachable and
observable. By Theorem 9, Part 7, the latter is equivalent toΣ being span-reachable
and observable. Next, we show that minimal DTLSS realizations of f are isomorphic.
Let Σ andΣ̂ be two minimal DTLSS realizations off . By Theorem 9, Part 5,RΣ andRΣ̂
are minimal representations ofΨ f . Then from Theorem 7 it follows that there exists a
isomorphismS : RΣ̂ → RΣ. From Part 9 of Theorem 9 is then follows thatS : Σ̂ → Σ
is an isomorphism. Finally, the correctness of Procedure 4 is shown in Remark 10.

Proof of Theorem 5.Necessity
Assume thatΣ is a DTLSS which is a realization off . Then by Lemma 1,f has a
GCR. Moreover, by Theorem 9,RΣ is a representation ofΨ f , i.e. Ψ f is rational. By
Theorem 9, Part 1, and Theorem 7, the latter implies that rankH f <+∞.
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Sufficiency
Assume thatf has aGCR and rankH f < +∞. Then by Theorem 9, Part 1, and Theo-
rem 7,Ψ f is rational, i.e. it has a representationR. Then by Theorem 9 the DTLSSΣR

is a realization off , i.e. f has a realization.
Finally, the correctness of Procedure 5 follows from Remark11 below.

Now we are ready to analyze Procedure 2,3, 4 and 5.

Remark 8 (Correctness of Procedure 2). Procedure 2 is equivalent to the following
procedure. Apply Procedure 7 to RΣ to obtain Rr . ThenΣr from Procedure 2 andΣRr

are isomorphic. It then follows thatΣr is span-reachable, since Rr is reachable, and
Σr andΣ have the same input-output map, since both RΣ and Rr are representations of
ΨyΣ .

Remark 9 (Correctness of Procedure 3). Procedure 3 is equivalent to the following
procedure. Apply Procedure 8 to RΣ to obtain an observable representation Ro. It
follows thatΣo from Procedure 3 andΣRo are isomorphic. Since Ro is observable,Σo

is observable as well. IfΣ is span-reachable, then RΣ is reachable. Hence, then Ro is
reachable and thusΣo is span-reachable. Finally, both RΣ and Ro are representations
of ΨyΣ , from which it follows that the input-output maps ofΣ andΣo coincide.

Remark 10 (Correctness of Procedure 4). Procedure 4 can be restated as follows.
Apply Procedure 9 to RΣ and denote the resulting minimal representation by Rm. It
then follows thatΣm from Procedure 4 is isomorphic toΣRm. Since by Theorem 9ΣRm

is a minimal realization of yΣ, then so isΣm.

Remark 11(Correctness of Procedure 5). Procedure 5 can be reformulated as follows.
Use Procedure 6, to construct a minimal representation R ofΨ f from Hf = HΨ f . Then
by Theorem 9,ΣR will be a minimal realization of f . It is easy to see that the DTLSS
Σ f from Procedure 5 is isomorphic toΣR.

We will continue with the proof of Theorem 6.

Proof of Theorem 6.The proof is almost the same as that of the continuous-time case,
described in [25]. From Theorem 9 it follows thatH f ,K,L coincides withHΨ f ,K,L, and
hence, rankH f ,N,N = rankH f is equivalent to rankHΨ f ,N,N = rankHΨ f .

Assume now that rankH f ,N,N = rankH f . Then the representationRN from Theo-
rem 8 is well-defined and it is a minimal representation ofΨ f . Consider Algorithm 1
and the decomposition defined there. Then ImH f ,N,N+1 = ImO and there exists a left
inverseO+ ∈Rn×IN of O such thatO+O = In.

Consider the linear mapS : ImH f ,N,N+1 → Rn, whereS (x) = O+x for all x ∈
ImH f ,N,N+1 and recall thatH f ,N,N+1 = HΨ f ,N,N+1. It then follows thatS is a linear
isomorphism, and its inverse isO. Moreover, the isomorphic copy

S RN = (Rn,{S AqS
−1}q∈Q,{S (B j) | j ∈ Jf },CS

−1)

of RN is also a minimal representation ofΨ f .
Consider now the DTLSSΣS RN associated withS RN. It is easy to see that the

DTLSSΣS RN satisfies (11-13) and hence it coincides with the DTLSSΣN returned by
Algorithm 1. Theorem 9 it follows then thatΣN is a minimal realization off .
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Assume that there exists an DTLSS realizationΣ of f , such that dimΣ ≤ N+ 1.
Then by Theorem 5, rankH f = rankHΨ f ≤ dimΣ ≤ N+ 1. Hence, by Theorem 8,
rankHΨ f = rankHΨ f ,N,N.

We conclude this section with the following remark.

Remark 12 (Continuous-time case). If instead of a discrete-time system we consider
a continuous-time systemΣ, then the constructions of RΣ andΣR are exactly the same.
The construction ofΨ f differs only in the way the Markov-parameters Sf

j (q0vq) and

Sf
0(vq), v∈ Q∗, q,q0 ∈ Q, j = 1, . . . ,m, are derived from the input-output map f . How-

ever, Sf
0(vq) = CqAvx0 and Sf

j (q0vq) = CqAvBq0ej also holds for the continuous-time
case, ifΣ is a realization of f . A detailed description of the continuous-time case can
be found in [20, 19].

Realization off Representation ofΨ f

Σ = ΣRΣ ⇐⇒ RΣ
ΣR ⇐⇒ R= RΣR

observable, span-reachable⇐⇒ observable, reachable
minimal ⇐⇒ minimal

S , DTLSSmorphism ⇐⇒ S , representation morphism

Table 1: Correspondence between DTLSSs and representations

8 Conclusions

We presented realization theory for discrete-time linear switched systems. The results
and the proof techniques resemble the ones for continuous-time linear switched sys-
tems presented in our previous work.
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A Technical proofs

Proof of Lemma 1.Consider the input-output mapyΣ of Σ. By induction ont, it fol-
lows that ifw= (v,u)∈U +, v= q0 · · ·qt , u= u0 · · ·ut , t ≥ 0,q0, . . . ,qt ∈Q, u0, . . . ,ut ∈
Rm, then

yΣ(w) =Cqt Av0|t−1
x0+

t−1

∑
j=0

Cqt Avj+1|t−1
Bq j u j . (25)

Consider the Markov-parametersSyΣ
0 (sq), SyΣ

j (q0sq), q,q0 ∈ Q, s∈ Q∗, j = 1, . . . ,m,
of yΣ. It then follows from (25) and the definition of Markov-parameters that for all
s∈ Q∗,

SyΣ
0 (sq) =CqAsx0 andSyΣ

j (q0sq) =CqAsBq0ej . (26)

Notice that (25) – (26) implies thatyΣ has a generalized convolution representation.
Assume thatΣ is a realization off . ThenyΣ = f . Then from (25)–(26) it follows

that f has a generalized convolution representation and (9) holds. Conversely, assume
that f has a generalized convolution representation and that (9) holds. From (9) it
follows that the Markov-parameters ofyΣ and f coincide, i.e. SyΣ

0 (sq) = Sf
0(sq) and

SyΣ
j (q0sq) = Sf

j (q0sq) for all s∈ Q∗, q,q0 ∈ Q, j = 1, . . . ,m. Since bothyΣ and f admit
a generalized convolution representation, by Remark 2 theyare equal. The latter means
thatΣ is a realization off .

Proof of Theorem 4.It is enough to show that for any family ofn× n matricesFq,
q∈ Q and any matrixG∈ Rn×l for somel > 0 the following holds. Define the matrix

Rk =
[
Fv1G . . . FvMk+1

G
]

for k ∈ N. That is,Rk is the span of the column vectors

of FvG, v ∈ Q<k+1. Here we applied Notation 2 toFq,q ∈ Q to obtain the matrices
Fv,v∈ Q∗. Define the subspaceI as the space spanned by the column vectors of the
matricesFvG, v ∈ Q∗. If we can show that ImRn−1 = I , then the statement of the
theorem follows easily.

Indeed, it is easy to see that the linear span of all reachablestates ofΣ equals
I , if we setFq = Aq, q∈ Q andG= B̃. Moreover, in this caseRn−1 = R(Σ). Hence,
rankR(Σ) = n is equivalent toI =Rn, which in turn is equivalent to span-reachability
of Σ. Similarly, if we setFq = AT

q andG = C̃T , thenO(Σ)T = Rn−1 andI is the

orthogonal complement of
⋂

v∈Q∗ kerC̃Av. From [30] it follows thatΣ is observable if

and only if
⋂

v∈Q∗ kerC̃Av = {0}, which is equivalent to ImRn−1 = I =Rn. The latter
is equivalent to rankO(Σ) = n.

We proceed to showI = ImRn. The proof is the same as the one of an analogous
statement for rational representations or state-affine systems [18, 29]. We repeat it for
the sake of completeness. It is easy to see that ImRk ⊆ I for all k ∈ N and ImRk ⊆
ImRk+1. By a dimensionality argument it follows that there exist 0≤ k∗ ≤ n−1, such
that ImRk∗ = ImRk∗+1. From this, by noticing that ImRk+1 = ImG+∑q∈Q ImFqRk, it
follows thatI = ImRk∗ . Since ImRk∗ ⊆ ImRn−1, we then obtain that ImRn−1 = I .
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